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Why were long chain 
perfluoroalkyls used
for water repellence?
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The contact angle of a water droplet
provides its work of adhesion on a flat surface, Wadh

θw

  Wadh = γw (1+ cosθw )

~72 mJ/m2
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Long perfluoroalkyl chains result in a low work of adhesion
and provide very good water repellence

Long perfluoroalkyl chains
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Are there possible replacements 
for long chain fluoroalkyls?
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Other candidates are possible

Long perfluoroalkyl chains

Silicones
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Other candidates are possible

Long perfluoroalkyl chains

Silicones

Alkyl chains (waxes)
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Chemistry is not the only 
parameter one can play with
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Surface roughness is another parameter
controlling the contact angle
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The roughness is defined as the increase of surface area

A

A0

  
R =

A
A0
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Surfaces of sufficiently high roughness
may become superhydrophobic
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Water contact angle
θw > 150° Droplet bouncing

Droplet roll-off
θro < ~5°

θw

θro
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What is the role of fabric 
roughness in water repellence?
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An experimental roughness can be measured
by profilometry and AFM
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The profilometry roughness arises from the weave pattern
and the fiber packing in the yarns

  Rprof = RW + RY−1
 Rprof

Fabric pattern

= +

 RW

Weave pattern Fiber packing in yarns

 RY
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The fiber-in-yarn roughness
dominates the roughness of woven fabrics

Weave pattern

Fiber packing in yarns

Total profilometric roughness
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Static contact angle
of coated woven fabrics

θw
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  Rprof =1.19   Rprof =1.27   Rprof =1.46   Rprof =1.47

  Rprof =1.77   Rprof =1.77   Rprof =1.71   Rprof =1.67

10 fabrics
selected

roughness

1.19

1.77
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Three aqueous formulations of similar θw
are used to dip-coat our fabrics

Θw (H2O, flat surface)
(°)

Wax-modified melamin resin 110

Silicone rubber 111

Perfluorobutyl (C4) -modified PUR 110
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Short perfluoroalkyls raise concerns
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Silicones might also rise concerns in the public
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A mathematical model of wetting was developped

Materials and Design 187 (2020) 108389
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Two main wetting regimes exist

ε

θw

water
Superficially-wet

ε

water

θw

Partially-impregnatedε

A = 2πRε

θ R
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Contact angles can be predicted from roughness,
and give similar results for our three coatings

23

Contact angles can be predicted from roughness,
and give similar results for our three coatings

Higher roughness
=> higher amount of trapped air

=> larger contact angle
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Roll-off/sliding angle
of coated woven fabrics

θro

25

The roll-off/sliding angle is linked
to the pinning of the droplet on the surface

26

  mgsinθro = 2Rγ(cosθr−cosθa )

Gravitational pull

Resistance to sliding

Advancing
angle

Receding
angle

𝜃!

𝜃"
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The roll-off/sliding angle is linked
to the pinning of the droplet on the surface

27

  

mgsinθro = 2Rγ(cosθr−cosθa )
              = 2Rµ

Pinning parameter (N/m)

Advancing
angle

Receding
angle
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The roll-off angles discriminate the different coatings
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The roll-off angles correlate to roughness
and to the pinning parameter

Formulation μ (N/m)
meas.

wax 0.024

silicone 0.029

C4F 0.086

The best formulation is the wax-based
one, not the silicone or the fluorinated one
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Future work: bouncing droplets
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Wax-based C4F-basedsilicone-based
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Can we improve the hydrophobicity 
of a fabric of low roughness?
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Boosting fiber roughness with silica particles

Silica particles

Fiber in fabric

+ aqueous
coating

formulation

  R = (RW + RY−1)×Rf

 Rf >1Fiber roughness
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We selected a fabric of low roughness (1.3)
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Results obtained with
a crosslinked silicone rubber

(aqueous emulsion, HC303, Wacker) 
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Silicone-based superhydrophobic coatings
(dip-coating from aqueous suspensions)

ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces (2018, 10, 15346−15351)
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Increasing the roughness of the fibers
results in increased water repellence

θw

No particles
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Again, increasing the roughness of the fibers
results in increased water repellence

θw

θro

No particles
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Water repellence of a silicone-based superhydrophobic
fabric prepared from aqueous suspensions
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Future work: oleophobicity
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The short C4 perfluoroalkyl chains also provide
resistance to some organic solvents, with roughened fibers

water glycerol
ethylene

glycol olive oil
n-hexa-
decane n-dodecane

41

The short C4 perfluoroalkyl chains also lead to 
superoleophobicity with roughened fibers
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Main conclusions

  R = (RW + RY−1)×Rf

Weave pattern
(limited)

Fibers-in-yarn
(important)

Fiber surface
(very important)

2. Total roughness

1. Total roughness and pinning are predictors of water repellence
performance (other parameters may have to be considered )

4. Different formulations can be discriminated by the roll-off angle
measured on a set of fabrics of different roughness 

5. Our studies suggest: waxes > silicones > C4 perfluoroalkyls

3. Fiber surface roughness can be boosted by silica nanoparticles;
other methods certainly exist
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